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US DUCT SPARK TRAP 
Disclaimer 

Hazards and Uses  

US Duct’s spark trap product is not designed, manufactured, or intended for use in hazardous environments requiring 

fail-safe performance. US Duct in no way represents that its spark trap product (whether known as Spark Trap, Spark 

Arrestor, Spark Eliminator, or other similar name) as a product that guarantees elimination of all sparks or the reduction 

in risk of fire in the duct or in the collector. 

The spark trap product is designed for installation in applications with light to moderate spark quantity. At no time 

should the product be utilized for applications which contain larger “slugs”, “slag”, or “nuggets” of molten or hot 

embers. Welding, grinding, cutting, or oily material can cause a buildup of oily soot in the entire duct system including 

the US Duct Spark Trap which can ignite when introduced to an igniting ember or spark. The US Duct Spark Trap 

cannot in any way prevent a fire in the duct system and its use in such situation is performed at the purchaser’s risk and 

without any guarantee from US Duct or its selling agents. 

On at least a monthly basis the spark trap product must be disassembled and thoroughly cleaned. More frequent 

disassembly and cleaning may be required dependent upon use. 

As the spark trap unit is designed to slow grindings, such grindings are HIGHLY susceptible to falling out of the air 

stream and WILL MOST LIKELY collect in the bottom of the spark trap unit. For applications generating a high 

concentration of grindings (especially heavier particles) it is recommended that a drop out chute be purchased and 

installed whereby the grindings drop into a duct/chute and then collected in a floor mounted, sealed barrel (owner 

provided) or canister. 

NO guarantee is made or expressed about the effectiveness of such unit or its ability to control fire in the unit, the 

drop chute, the canister, or the collector. The purchaser is encouraged to install other spark elimination equipment 

such as infra-red spark detectors with some kind of electronically controlled spark quenching system. 

The spark trap product must be used in accordance with OSHA regulations, warnings, and limitations that 

accompany each item, if any. 

Limitation Of Liability  

No guarantees are given or implied as to the product efficiency, product performance, or improvement in production. 

All products sold by US Duct, Inc. are distributed on an “AS IS, WHERE AS, and WITH ALL FAULTS” basis without 

express or implied warranties including implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Should 

any product prove defective, the purchaser’s sole remedy shall be limited to the replacement of the product proved to be 

defective. Under no circumstances shall US Duct, Inc. be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, special, or 

consequential loss or damage, to property or life, whatsoever arising out of or connected with the use, misuse, or 

inability to use the product, whether buyer’s claim is in contract, negligence, strict liability or otherwise even if the 

seller has been advised of the possibility of such damage. 

Before using a spark trap product, user shall determine the suitability of the product for his intended use. Installation 

and use of the product in manufacturing equipment is at the sole risk and discretion of the User . User must ensure, and 

is solely responsible for ensuring, the proper, legal, and safe use of the US Duct spark trap product. 

If signed by selling agent, agent assumes responsibility and liability for conveying ALL information above to final 

end-user.  

Signed as read by:  _____________________________________________ Date: 

For Company: _____________________________________________   

4898 McCracken Rd, Kernersville, NC 27284 PO Box 2537, Kernersville, NC 27285 
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